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London Stock Exchange  

10 Paternoster Square  
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18 March 2013 

Dear Sirs, 

London Stock Exchange – High Growth Segment – Draft Rule Book 

Introduction 

We are the Quoted Companies Alliance, the independent membership organisation that champions the 

interests of small to mid-size quoted companies. Their individual market capitalisations tend to be below 

£500m. 

The Quoted Companies Alliance is a founder member of EuropeanIssuers, which represents over 9,000 

quoted companies in fourteen European countries. 

The Quoted Companies Alliance Corporate Finance and Legal Expert Groups have examined your proposals 

and advised on this response. A list of members of the expert groups is at Appendix A. 

Response 

We welcome the introduction of the High Growth Segment. We believe that it could be key part of 

generating economic growth for the UK and across Europe, but only if it is backed up with fiscal changes 

such as remodelling Entrepreneurs Relief; by abolishing stamp duty for trading in smaller quoted 

companies; and by removing the blocks to investing by private investors.  

We have some general comments on the introduction of the new segment and its rulebook: 

Clearer explanation of which companies the segment is being targeted at 

Following discussions with our members of our expert groups, we do not believe that it is entirely clear in 

the Rule Book or from announcements from the Exchange which type of companies the new segment is 

targeted at. It is vital that the Exchange clarifies this so that advisory firms are able to advise companies 

seeking a listing on it and so that market participants can understand how this new segment fits into the 

overall market structure of the Exchange.  

The implied minimum valuation from the free float and money raising requirements would be £300m.  

However a (small) company could seemingly have a much larger free float so long as it was worth at least 

£30m.  As such, we would query how much flexibility can be had with these requirements. For example, 
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would the Exchange dissuade a company with more than 25% in public hands from joining the High Growth 

Segment? 

The requirement is to raise (from public hands) a “majority” of the £30m on flotation, by new issue or sale 

of existing securities – which could either mean “most of” or “more than half”. We would note that the 

Rule Book should also clarify this. 

We have heard that this segment is targeted at companies with a £300-£500m market capitalisation. If this 

is the intention, it would be helpful to set this out in the Introduction to the Rule Book.  

Educating the market about the different listing options available 

With the addition of the High Growth Segment, there are a variety of listing options now available to 

companies seeking a UK quotation. As noted above, we believe that the Exchange should ensure that it 

educates companies seeking a listing, those that already have a listing, existing market participants and 

advisors on how this new segment fits into the Exchange’s overall market structure and how it differs from 

a Premium Listing, a Standard Listing and a quotation on AIM. 

For example, it would be very helpful if the Exchange could update the useful summary on their website 

(http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies-and-advisors/main-market/companies/primary-and-

secondary-listing/premiumstandardandaimcomparison.pdf) to include all their markets. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the segment 

We believe that the Exchange should set out how it plans to evaluate the success of the new High Growth 

Segment. It is not clear from the Rule Book how many companies it believes will join the segment or the 

level of perceived demand for this new segment. As such, it would be useful to set out the criteria the 

Exchange will use to evaluate the High Growth Segment’s success. 

The role of Key Adviser 

We note the addition of a new advisory role, alongside the Sponsor and the NOMAD. We believe that this 

could create confusion for companies as to the different roles played by each of these advisors. Therefore, 

it is important the Exchange highlight how the Key Adviser’s role is different from the other two. 

Appealing decisions 

We note that there is no provision for an appeal from a decision of the Exchange. In addition, certain 

statements throughout the rule book give the Exchange unfettered discretion, for example: 

“...the Exchange may refuse admission or may impose any conditions to admission if it 

considers that admission would or may be detrimental to investors' interests, the reputation of 

the High Growth Segment or the Exchange". 

 A reasonableness qualification should be added to such statements (as it is for Rule 12.3). 

If you would like to discuss any this further, we would be happy to attend a meeting. 
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Yours Faithfully, 

 

Tim Ward 

Chief Executive 



 

APPENDIX A 

Quoted Companies Alliance Corporate Finance Advisors Expert Group 

Samantha Harrison (Chairman)  RFC Ambrian Limited 

Richard Evans (Deputy Chairman) Strand Hanson Limited 

Stuart Andrews    FinnCap 

Neil Baldwin/Mark Brady  Spark Advisory Partners 

Azhic Basirov    Smith & Williamson Limited 

David Bennett/Simon Charles  Marriott Harrison 

Tim Bird    Field Fisher Waterhouse 

Daniel Conti    RBC Capital Markets 

Richard Crawley    Espirito Santo Investment Bank 

Matthew Doughty   Dorsey & Whitney 

David Foreman/Rick Thompson/ 

Mark Percy    Cantor Fitzgerald Europe 

Sean Geraghty    Dechert 

James Green    K & L Gates LLP 

Lesley Gregory    Memery Crystal LLP 

Tom Griffiths    Westhouse Securities 

Chris Hardie    Arden Partners PLC 

Daniel Harris    Peel Hunt plc 

Dalia Joseph    Oriel Securities Limited 

Amerjit Kalirai    Field Fisher Waterhouse 

Jonathan King    Osborne Clarke 

Jonathan Morris   Bates Wells & Braithwaite LLP 

Nicholas Narraway   Moorhead James 

Nick Naylor    Allenby Capital Ltd 

Claire Noyce/Deepak Reddy  Hybridan LLP 

Simon O'Brien    PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

Philip Secrett    Grant Thornton UK LLP 

Charles Simpson   Saffery Champness 

Ray Zimmerman/Marc Cramsie  ZAI Corporate Finance Ltd 

 

Quoted Companies Alliance Legal Expert Group 

Tom Shaw (Chairman)    Speechly Bircham LLP 

Gary Thorpe (Deputy Chairman)   Clyde & Co LLP 

Chris Barrett     Bird & Bird LLP 

Richard Beavan     Boodle Hatfield LLP 

Ian Binnie     Nabarro LLP 

Ross Bryson     Mishcon De Reya 

Jo Chattle/Simon Cox/Julie Keefe  Norton Rose LLP 

Madeleine Cordes    Capita Registrars Ltd 

David Davies     Bates Wells & Braithwaite LLP 

Mebs Dossa     McguireWoods 

Stephen Hamilton    Mills & Reeve LLP 

Susan Hollingdale/Hilary Owens   Practical Law Company Limited 



 

Martin Kay     Blake Lapthorn 

Philip Lamb     Lewis Silkin 

Christian Lowis/Tim Stead   Squire Sanders (UK) LLP 

Maegen Morrison    Hogan Lovells International LLP 

June Paddock     Fasken Martineau LLP 

Donald Stewart     Faegre Baker Daniels LLP 

Mark Taylor     Dorsey & Whitney 

Anthony Turner     Farrer & Co 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


